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How To Make A Shining LinkedIn Profile
To stand out from millions of other LinkedIn profiles, you’ll want to make sure you’re 

maximizing your profile features, in particular: keywords, job titles, and recommendations. 

You want to keep it short and sweet, with very high impact!

Statistics on LinkedIn

Your Linkedin profile is 
14X MORE LIKELY 

to be viewed if you have a
PHOTO. 

(Source: Linkedin Corporate)

of recruiters use or plan to use 
social media for recruiting.
(Source: Jobvite) 

98%
of recruiters have hired someone 
through Linkedin.
(Source: Bullhorn) 

89%71% of the US Workforce is on the job hunt. 
(Source: Jobvite) 

Linkedin has more than 250 million users, explaining why recruiters love it so much!

Getting Started on Your Profile

If you have a background photo, make sure it’s a brander, and always a photo with you in it... You can see in 
my profile, it’s a TED talk moment. If you don’t have a strong background photo, don’t use one.

Your main photo  is necessary, as you’re 14 times more likely to be viewed on Linkedin if you have a photo. 
Please don’t put up a photo without intention. Have someone take a professional photo of you, or at least a 
photo where you’re in nice clothes and in front of a tree or some neutral setting.

Your city and your industry (up by your name/heading)... You must put the city where you currently are. 
You can only put the city where you want to be if you don’t have a current job in another city. The industry, 
however, should align with where you’re headed.



6 Your profile/job entries. Align each job entry with your resume (both in title and description), meaning leave 
off whatever you left off your resume, and keep whatever you kept on your resume. Instead of sharing all your 
bullets, share no more than 1-2 bullets per job entry (of course, leading with your top power bullet for each 
job entry).

7 Do not share your graduation date. if you’re worried about age discrimination.

Personal Branding
8 Start publishing posts if you’d like to brand yourself as a thought leader in an industry of your choice.

9 Ask colleagues for recommendations on Linkedin if you’re comfortable... Always offer to do the same! 
Recommendations are not as valuable if they don’t focus on your desired function, so make sure the person 
you ask is aligned.

10 Start endorsing other people, as they often respond by endorsing you, too. Ask people that you trust to 
endorse you in your desire function, as that increases your keyword search ability for recruiters on Linkedin.

11 Join groups that are relevant. Do an advanced search on Linkedin, and start networking with people in 
groups that resonate!

5 Contact info... At the end of your summary, write something like, “Feel free to email me at youremail@gmail.
com to connect further.” This way, people (recruiters!) can reach out if they’d like.

12 Volunteer work, publishing, meetups, etc. are all branders. Definitely include those below the job entries.

13 Use relevant keywords.

4 The summary section...Just think... IF a recruiter was searching to fill the job you’re interested in, what 
keywords would they put into an advanced search to find ideal candidates? Write down roughly five words 
you assume would be searched for the position you’re looking to be considered for, and weave those into your 
summary section, or your headline. 

Include these keywords and phrases in short, concise blocks of information to make it easy for recruiters to 
not only find you, but to understand your experience – trust me, nobody searching millions of profiles wants 
to read an novel...  No more than 5-8 lines, please.

EX. Keywords for someone seeking a job in political consulting in their state: fundraising, campaign 
management, donor relations, elected officials.

Way to translate that into the summary: “I’m a recent college graduate with three years of volunteer experience in 
fundraising, campaign management, political fundraisers and donor relations. I’m enthusiastic about public policy and 
am always following the updates from Pennsylvania’s elected officials. I am fluent in Spanish and French, and would 
be thrilled to use it!”


